Abstract. Finitary sketches, i.e., sketches with nite-limit and nite-colimit specications, are proved to be as strong as geometric sketches, i.e., sketches with nite-limit and arbitrary colimit speci cations. Categories sketchable by such sketches are fully characterized in the in nitary rst-order logic: they are axiomatizable by -coherent theories, i.e., basic theories using nite conjunctions, countable disjunctions, andnite quanti cations. The latter result is absolute; the equivalence of geometric and nitary sketches requires (in fact, is equivalent to) the non-existence of measurable cardinals.
Introduction
We have studied nitary sketches, i.e., sketches with nite limit-speci cations and nite colimit-speci cations, in AR 2 ]. The aim of the present paper is to investigate the \strength" of nitary sketches as measured by their categories of models in Set; we denote, as usual, by Mod the category of all models (i.e., set-functors mapping given limit-speci cations to limit cones and given colimit-speci cations to colimit cocones). (See Remarks 5 and 16 below concerning models in other categories.) That is, we call two sketches equivalent provided that the corresponding two categories of models in Set are equivalent. We prove that, assuming the nonexistence of measurable cardinals, every geometric sketch (i.e., a sketch with nite limit-speci cations and arbitrary colimit-speci cations) is equivalent to a nitary sketch. In more detail, given a cardinal , we call a sketch -geometric if its cones are nite and its cocones have sizes smaller than , and we prove that eachgeometric sketch is equivalent to a nitary sketch if is smaller or equal to the rst measurable cardinal. This is surprising already for = ! 1 : there are categories \naturally" sketchable by an ! 1 -geometric sketch (e.g., strongly connected graphs) which have no \obvious" nitary sketch -see also Example 6 below. Besides, the case = ! 1 leads to a full characterization of categories sketchable by nitary sketches as follows.
Recall that a sentence (in in nitary rst-order logic) is called basic if it has the form (8 ? ! x )(' ) ) where ? ! x is a string of variables and ' and are positive-existentional formulae (i.e., formed from atomic formulae by means of conjunction, disjunction, and existential quanti cation). A basic theory is a set T of basic sentences; the category of all models of T and all homomorphisms is denoted by ModT. A category equivalent to ModT is said to be axiomatizable by T. Let us remark that cocones can always be reduced to nite cocones, i.e., each sketch is equivalent to one with nite cocones, see AR 2 ]. However, in that construction the size of limit cones grew. It now turns out that the reduction can be performed without any growth of cones, assuming the non-existence of measurable cardinals. The other way round: if a measurable cardinal exists, then the following category K is + -geometrically sketchable, but not nitarily sketchable, as proved in AR 2 ]: objects are algebras A with constants, say c i (i < ), such that the cardinality of fc i A g i< is less than ; morphisms are homomorphisms.
Consequently, nitary and geometric sketches are equally strong i no measurable cardinal exists.
II. From Countable to Finite
Lemma 1. Every -geometric sketch is equivalent to an -geometric sketch whose in nite cocones are all discrete.
Proof. Let be an -geometric sketch whose underlying category is A. Let A 0 be the free completion of A under coproducts of less than objects. Then we obtain a (9z 0 ; : : : ; z n?1 ) (R(x; z 1 )^R(z 1 ; z 2 )^ ^R(z n?1 ; y)) :
Thus, that category is, surprisingly, nitarily sketchable. FINITARY SKETCHES 5 (2) The category C of nite sets and surjections is geometrically sketchable -this has been known since 1976, see JW] . It is, in fact, nitarily sketchable since it has the following -coherent axiomation using n-ary relation symbols R n for all n 2 !: (i) (8x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; y) (R n (ii) (8x 1 ; : : : ; x n )(R n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) ! R m (x f(1) ; : : : ; x f(m) )) for all surjections f : f1;::: ; mg ! f1;:::;ng; (iii) (8x 1 ; : : : ; x n )(R n+1 (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ; x n ) ! R n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n )); (iv) W n2! (9x 1 ; : : : ; x n )R n (x 1 ; : : : ; x n ) .
On the other hand, this category C has no coherent axiomatization (over any signature whatever). For, if T is a nitary theory, then ModT is closed under ultraproducts, and given T-models A i , i 2 I, and an ultra lter on I, then the automorphism group Aut( Q A i ) of the ultraproduct contains (in the obvious way) an isomorphic copy of the group Q Aut(A i ). Since the category C has objects with arbitrarily large nite automorphism groups, but none with in nite automorphism groups, C cannot be equivalent to ModT.
(3) The category K ! of all algebras A with countably many constants c n (n 2 !) such that the set fc A n g n2! is nite is nitarily sketchable. Remark 7. In contrast to Theorem 3, it is in general not possible to reduce countable cones to nite ones. There exists a locally ! 1 -presentable category (i.e., a category sketchable with countable cones and no cocones) which fails to be nitarily, in fact not even geometrically sketchable, see AR 3 ].
III. From Uncountable to Finite
Convention 8. Throughout this section denotes the rst measurable cardinal or, in case no measurable cardinal exists, the \cardinality of the universe" (i.e., \ -geometric" means \geometric" in this case).
Remark 9. We extend Theorem 3 to -geometric sketches for all . What we need, for each cardinal < , is a nitary sketch \describing" in the manner analogous to ! for !: the sketch is to have, inter alia, objects 1 and A, and It is su cient to present a -coherent theory T which is one-sorted and has constants c i (i 2 ) such that T has essentially a unique model B in which the (c i ) B 's are pairwise distint and form the whole underlying set of B. In fact, using the construction of MP, 3.2.5] we obtain from T an ! 1 -geometric sketch satisfying (i) and (ii). Using Theorem 3, this sketch is then reduced to a nitary sketch satisfying (i) and (ii).
To present the theory T , we use a result of Rabin and Keisler K] which appears in an equivalent form as CK, 6.4.11] . It was formulated in the form below in M] without proof, and we thus present a full proof. The result concerns the signature an in nite cardinal which has constants c i (i 2 ), for each function f : ! ! has a unary function symbol f , and for each set R a unary relation symbol R . Let C denote the -structure on the set which interprets c i as i, f as f, and R as R.
Theorem 10 (Rabin and Keisler). Let < be an in nite cardinal. Then for each proper elementary extension B of C the interpretation of ! in B is strictly larger than !.
Remark. In the proof below we exhibit coherent sentences (1){(5) such that, more generally, for each model B of (1) Next, we prove that f B (b) 6 = n for any n 2 !: since R n+1 2 , we have b 2 (R n+1 ) B , and B satis es (5) (8x) (R n+1 (x) ^f (x) = c n !?) (since (5) Remark. The statement is \optimal": as mentioned in the Introduction, the category K is not nitarily sketchable, although it is + -geometrically sketchable. Proof. This is quite analogous to the proof of Theorem 3. By Corollary 11 and Remark 9 for each cardinal < we have a nitary sketch with morphisms Remark 16. The foregoing Corollary 11 is dependent on the fact that we are considering models in Set, rather than in a more general topos. Indeed, for any uncountable cardinal , let B be the quotient of the Boolean algebra of all subsets of by the ideal of countable subsets; note that B is countably complete. Let be the topos of sheaves on B for the topology generated by countable covers. Then it is straightforward to verify that contains (at least) two non-isomorphic T -models: that obtained from C via the \constant sheaf" functor Set ! , and that whose underlying object is the sheaf F : a] 7 ! f all functions a ! g= where a] denotes the equivalence class of a subset a , and is the equivalence relation of agreement except on a countable subset of a. (The inclusion C ! F is not an isomorphism, because the identity function ! de nes a global element of F but not of C .)
